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bear Fred: 

ws 2788 ig not the peespert phote of June 1963, as may be seen Se meat i ; , on @xaninetion of Co 7BL in XVII nares 666, which is clearly a different page 
pose, 

22 2788 appears to he the 
im “exico City (to Silvia Ouran 
onge 39 CAXTV 5 589). 

hotopraph presented to the Cuban Consulate 
in application for a visa. see Ch 2121, 
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The warren Commission told the FBI that it “had evidence” thet 
vorald Rad himself photographed on Friday or Saturday 4/27 or 3 26/65, 
ut which time he was in Mexies City, "for use on 4 visa application.” 
+he nature of this “evidence” is not disclosed. fhe FST proceeded 
av: June 1964 to canvass photo studios in Mexico City, with negative 

wee Cs 2449 in FOV page 580. ts te i & pew
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yy AS a resuit cf the negative BI canvass and notwithstanding its 
sc-Calied “ewidence” that Uswald had himself photographed on one of 
two Specific dates wile in Mexico City, the wC decider that the 
PanSport photoes that Gswald presented to the Cuban Minbassy on the 
afterncun of Priday 3/27/65 may have been obtained in the USA 
(see varren Report page 734 last pararreph). Presumably, then, 
the phote cor photos would have been taken in Sew Urleanas preparatory 
to the sexican trip, but for reasons unknown the FSI did net conduct 
@ Canvass oF proto studios there, where one vould think it would be 
far easier to do se than in Sexico City. 

another angle on CSs 133A and 1338 might be worth coneicering: 
can the hour be determined fron the angle and direction of shadows 
in the buckground’, If sc, it would be interesting to got an hour-by- 
nour record from the Us seather bursan for the alleged dute cn which 
1354 was supposedly taken, to see if the oright sunlight in the pictures 
ig coneistent with .ctual weather at the same hour as indicated by the 
Shadows. “¥ papers are packec away but as I recall I did query the 
Us weather Hureau and received the inconclusive reply that the weather 
on that day was partly cloudy, but there was no hour-by-nour log if ay 
‘SemMory Lo correct. 

Re Ch 2738 alias FSI item 451: if you have the Fecersl ke -ister 
i inventories the rl @xibits,you will note the descricticn is 

"nine photographs, « “exieun airmail Stamp..." ete., and that the items 
were “colicscted uncer cirounstances indicating they were in the posse scion 
of or attributable to...ucwald or His wife..." Ch 20u3 p 285 (sal¥ vn 543) indicates that ami library cand topether with 6 photes of Uswald one of 
4arina ana 2 Cenic notes as well as a vexican sirsail utanp were seized 
in 46 search at 

cenic 

2626 sorth Beckley by Joore, cotts, Turner anc cenkel.



You will recall thet Fritz sent detectives to search at the Beckley 
wireet acdress (which, as pointed out in Accessories, he learned from an 
unknown source before Uswald himcelf suppiied the address) on Friday 
afternoon, with an gllewved search varrant issued by JF Lavid Johnaton. 
The property list in Ch 2005, however, srecifies “search Warrent dated 
11/23/63", Hoore could not account for the discrepancy (see JH 214). 
his is a point which I seam to have overlooked up until this moment 
out it now apnears that the search of Oswald's room in Seallas on 11/22/63 
a> well as the search in Irving on the sare day were both illegal because 
oY the lack of « warrant and that the property seized could not heave been 
adeissable as evidence if Cawald had dived and sone to trial. 
The lack of a warrant for Irving on 11/22/65 is sdmitted mt that 
Search might have been tacknically legal on the basis of cousent by 
“ating and nuth Paine; however, no consent could have bean given for 
the 11/22/65 search of the room on Beckley. 

Another point that just occurred to me for the first time-——T coula 
Kick syself for not heving reclined this earlier—is that the list of 
property ceized in Irving en 11/23/64 (CE 2005 pase 264 Tf) specifies 
items in great detail (e.n., "two metal clips...one bottle opener...) 
and describes a few chotes (* photograochs portraying ceenes in Russia 
+7«HOWE Ciipping showing photograph of lranian native <re.Jokn sefall...") 
but SOP photographs and/or negatives of Oswald holding a rifle and 
two tewSpapers, or anything that could even correspond with such items, 
iigly mackerel! won't you think we have scmething herey 1 had already 
found it very strange that in Curry'’s book the ;hote shoving all the 
items seized on 11/23/65 at Izving did not show Css 155A and 1558, 
whics 1 would have thought would have been conspicuously displayed. 
\lncidentally, i discovered recently apropos oF studying some {Ds frog 
the archives that there ia no specific record in any of the property 
lists of the “historic diary” -—- CE 24 — anc that Fritz aprarently 
never shew Of it or viewed it until July 1964, at a screening of a 
film provided by the FBI of «11 the items of evidence it had received 
from the Dallas police. i don't quite know what to make of that. 
Any ideas?) 

it begins to appear that there are even at this lete date still 
treasures to be fourd in the 26 volunes. Let ze know what develops 
in your further work on CH 2768 and/or CEs 143 A and B. 

Yours sincerely, 

202 west 12 St YC 10074


